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This session is for IR professionals

Getting from here to there
  

Basic Tableau connectivity

Embedding your visualization

Unbox Tableau: THECB reports

Key points to remember



Who is using Tableau or plans to?



Getting from here to there



Change is inevitable, but scary for some.

before tableau after tableau



Change is necessary, but scary for some.



Same great data,
fresh new taste

Leverage existing
reports, re-imagine
with Tableau



Approach change incrementally

Example: Adopt new
methodologies such
as adjusting charts
so newest
information is first.



We still offer our complete
statistical handbook in PDF
format (built in Tableau)



We also built small,
interactive and embedded
visualization on our

homepage for users to get
accustomed to new data

format.



Replace static charts with
embedded Tableau
Visualizations





Provide users with tools for success



Provide users with tools for success



A few thoughts...

It's never as simple as replacing a report - you have to retrain the brain

Once you start replacing, be sure to provide users with "how-to" tools

Remember to adopt and adhere to best practices

Begin shifting responsibility to the user

Be ready to defend your viz!



So, now you're ready to dig in.
First, a few tips.

Plan your migration
Prioritize which reports to upgrade
Consolidate/Eliminate redundancy
Develop best practices beforehand
Have a communication plan ready
Develop user guide or FAQ

Plan your connection
Existing warehouse

Flat file
Combination of both

Use Tableau efficiently
Calculated fields
Organize data fields



You can publish your visualizations via Tableau website
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Or you can embed them
seamlessly into your IR

website.





Time to unbox Tableau



Organize your data
and create

calculated fields



Create custom counters
to use for reports and surveys.



Using calculated
fields, mimic CB
edit report.



Using calculated fields, determine if your data has
bad records before submission.

Knowing about bad records in your data will save
you HOURS of waiting.





Lastly, you will be able to find any quesitonable records
for which THECB will require justification statements.



Since we're talking CB reports,
what if you could know your SUE

score ahead of time?

What about a block view of room
utilization?..



Blending space info and student courses, you can build a utilization report.

Working with IQ, we built a custom data set; it was not easy!



Using blended data, individual rooms can be viewed.

Room detail view. Right clicking will allow
row-level access to instructor and student

information.



Create a dashboard with tools for user to customize view.

This dashboard allows the user to see overall university
score on top, and ability to adjust view to individual

building and/or room.
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Thank you for your time!



What does your connection look like?

Connections can be made from within an Excel workbook
by joining worksheets.



You can also connect live data to flat files from within
Tableau worksheets. (useful for lookup tables such as Hi..



White only

Hispanic (any combination)

Black only

Black (2 or more, excl. Hisp.)

Asian only

American Indian only

Hawaiian/Pac. Islander only

2 or more (excl. Hisp./Black)

Foreign

Unknown

Total UT Austin

1.3%

10.1%

2.6%

0.1%

0.2%

17.8%

0.7%

3.9%

20.0%

43.3%

665

5,167

1,337

67

77

9,155

346

2,025

10,265

22,227

51,331

12

Total and % of Total Number of Records along CF: Semester
and Year, C12 broken down by CF: Semester and Year and
C12. The data is filtered on YEAR_SEMESTER, which keeps
20169.


